**DONNIE BRASCO**

LEFTY discuss with DONNIE about becoming a MADE guy

**Lefty:** Hey Don, let’s take a walk.

**Donnie:** All right. Hey Left what are we doing?

**Lefty:** We’re gonna talk. We got too many eyes around here. (Pause) Ok, here it is, Donnie. Sonny Red’s kid, Bruno. He’s disappeared. Now, as long as he’s on the loose, ain’t none of us safe. Right?

**Donnie:** Yeah. You got know idea where the guy is?

**Lefty:** He’s got a nickel-a-day coke habit. He’s gonna turn up somewhere. Anyway, we got the contract. Now, this thing gets done right…when the books open up, I’m proposing you for membership. (*pause*) You know what that means?

**Donnie:** Yeah.

**Lefty:** Yeah? What?

**Donnie:** It means I can’t fuck it up.

**Lefty:** You read my mind. (*laughs*) You read my mind. You can’t fuck it up.

**Donnie:** No, I won’t fuck it up.

**Lefty:** (*kisses Donnie on cheek*) You’re gonna be a made guy, Donnie. Capisce?

**Donnie:** Yeah. All right.

**Lefty:** (*Very happy for Donnie*) Yeah. All right. Come on. Let’s go back inside.

**Donnie:** Hey Left…


**Donnie:** Hey, you know that boat you used to have, that Bertram?
Lefty: Boat?

Donnie: Yeah, the boat.

Lefty: What about it?

Donnie: How much is it? A boat like that? How much? What do you think?

Lefty: You could get a sports fisherman for maybe $300 thousand, used. Why are you asking me about boats, Donnie?

Donnie: I was just wondering. I was just curious, you know.

Lefty: You were just curious about boats?

Donnie: Yeah.

Lefty: Listen, it’s 10 degrees out here. I’m freezing. You asking me about boats, after what we just said? Hey..you losing your marbles on me or what?

Donnie: No. I’m all right.

Lefty: So, don’t ask questions like that. That’s crazy, ok?

Donnie: Yeah.

Lefty: You hit this cocksucker and you leave him in the street. Come on. (Lefty walks away, Donnie follows)

END